ABSTRACT
water. The methods currently in use for monitoring the microbiological safety of water 27 are based on culturing the microorganisms. However, these methods are not the 28 desirable solution to prevent outbreaks as they provide the results with a considerable 29 delay, lacking on specificity and sensitivity. Moreover, viable but non-culturable 30 microorganisms, which may be present as a result of environmental stress or water 31 treatment processes, are not detected by culture-based methods and, thus, may result 32 in false-negative assessments of E. coli in water samples. These limitations may place 33 public health at significant risk, leading to substantial monetary losses in health care 34 and, additionally, in costs related with a reduced productivity in the area affected by 35 the outbreak, and in costs supported by the water quality control departments 36 involved. Molecular methods, particularly polymerase chain reaction-based methods, 37 have been studied as an alternative technology to overcome the current limitations, as 38 they offer the possibility to reduce the assay time, to improve the detection sensitivity 39 and specificity, and to identify multiple targets and pathogens, including new or 40 emerging strains. The variety of techniques and applications available for PCR-based 41 methods has increased considerably and the costs involved have been substantially 42 reduced, which together have contributed to the potential standardization of these 43 3 techniques. However, they still require further refinement in order to be standardized 44 and applied to the variety of environmental waters and their specific characteristics. 45 The PCR-based methods under development for monitoring the presence of E. coli in 46 water are here discussed. Special emphasis is given to methodologies that avoid pre-47 enrichment during the water sample preparation process so that the assay time is 48 reduced and the required legislated sensitivity is achieved. The advantages and 49 limitations of these methods are also reviewed, contributing to a more comprehensive 50 overview toward a more conscious research in identifying E. coli in water. It is not feasible to identify each one of the pathogens that can be found in 72 water due to the excessive costs and labour involved. Instead, one or more 73 microorganisms are chosen to indicate the possible presence of pathogens in water. 74 Historically, many countries have been using faecal indicator bacteria, comprising total for predicting the presence of pathogens in water intended for human consumption 82 and bathing water, and Enterococcus sp. as the most appropriate for marine waters 83 and as a useful indicator in bathing water as well (Bridle, 2013) . E. coli is widely 84 accepted as an indicator bacteria since it is a species of faecal 85 coliform bacteria that is specific to the intestines of humans and other warm-blooded 86 animals but not normally pathogenic, it is easy to detect and culture, and it is found at 87 higher concentrations than other pathogens in waters (Agency, 2002; WHO, 2011) . Table 2 -Selected PCR-based methods for microbiological water quality monitoring described by method used, microorganism selected, sample preparation procedures, type of sample tested, detection target, sensitivity, time of analysis and the presence of a pre-enrichment step in the procedure
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